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Question 1

 

The session that was most valuable to my situation was:  (Session #, Session name, Presenter name)
1E - Advising Upgrade: Installing Technology into Everyday Advising, Josh Nichols
I enjoyed the advising for athletes session
CLEI session - from Concordia College
#3D - Writing for NACADA - Charlie Nutt
2E Stressing your Noodle? Try Moodle! Lisa Kittelson
The first session about technology given by Josh. A morning or afternoon workshop to help us
access the different free sites would be great!
2D, Survival Skills-101
NDSU's online student success course
Elizabeth Kalinowski and Julia Roland
Moodle Noodle, Lisa Kittelson
"What if I don't feel like a Mastermind?" Presenter was Heidi Frie.
Getting the Horse Before the Cart: Conducting Asessment of Adviser Development Needs
Was the Semester an SOS? #4E Kristi Bitz, Greta Kyllo and Neil Race, Mayville State University
1E, Advising Upgrade: Installing Technology into Everyday Advising. Josh Nichols, Dickinson
State University
Moodle Session by Lisa @ UMD
1B Get Real-Making Advising Better than Reality TV and 6B Advising Using Today's Technology:
Lost and Found in Florida (both were excellent)
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session on retention
A1 Horse b/4 the cart 5B Advising 1st yr student: Partnerships..............
I CANCELLED.
When Smart Students Fail: Emotional Intelligence and Academic Success -- Deborah Seaburg,
Ph.D.
I found 3 sessions extremely helpful, 1C Speed Majoring with Dani Kvanig-Bohnsack; 5D Things
are Fine with Amy Sannes and Heidi Frie, 6B Advising Using Today's Technology with Connie
Eggers
5D - Getting Past the "Things are Fine" Stage - Amy Sannes and Heidi Frie
4C: When Smart Students Fail by Deborah Seaburg
#1D - Advising to Retain the 1st year Student - Joan Krush #5D - Getting Past the "Things are
Fine" Stage - Amy Sannes and Heidi Frie
Using Moodle, Lisa Kettleson
Session 3C, Building Critical Skills for a Knowledge Society. Sue Zurn and Kathleen Stompro of
Concordia College
4C When Smart Students Fail: EI and Academic Success, Deb Seaburg
5B: Advising FY Students: Partnerships, Peer Educators, and Academic Programming in the Res
Halls (Kalinowski and Rolans, MSUM)
Student-Athletes
Session #5D, Getting Past the "Things are Fine" Stage: An Assessment Tool to Spark
Meaningful Conversations with Advisees, Amy Sannes and Heidi Frie
6C - Minding Health, Mastering Stress - Jennifer Endres and Danielle Tisinger
I enjoyed all of the sessions I attended- I could not rank one higher or better than the other.
Getting Past Things Are Fine - Amy Sannes and Heidi Frie
4C When Smart Students Fail: Emotional Intelligence and Academic Success Deborah Seaburg
5C; Advising first year students: Partnership , Peer Educators, and Academic programming in the
residence halls.
Charlie Nutt - Writing for NACADA.
1D Advising to Retain the First Year Student-Krush
4C When Smart Students Fail: Emotional Intelligence and Academic Success
The mental health of vets session was excellent. Presenters were from Capella University. (Sorry
I don't have my program handy.) Other sessions were excellent, too.
2E, Stressing Your Noodle? Try Moodle!, Lisa Kittelson & 1E, Advising Upgrade: Installing
Technology into Everyday Advising, Josh Nichols
The session on technology on the last day. I apologize I do not have my schedule with me.
Building Critical Skills for a Knowledge Society
Advising Using Today's Technology: Lost and Found in Florida, Connie Eggers
2A - From COmbat to College: Research on the Mental Health of Returning Veterans - Nicole
Lovald and Carlie Gebauer
All sessions related to technology... 1E, Advising Upgrade, Josh Nichols; 6B Lost and Found in
Florida, Connie Eggers
First Generation Students, Technology
Opening Keynote with Charlie Nutt
Moodle
Session 1E; Advising Upgrade: Installing Technology into Everyday Advising; Josh Nichols
#5C-Student Athletes: Priveleged or Pressed. Most useful day to to day information. Also, I was
shocked that #2E-Stressing your Noodle won best session. It will be embarrassing for that
session to
1D, Advising to Retain the First-year Student, Joan Krush
What if I don't feel like a mastermind? Heidi Frie
Session 3C "Building Critical Skills for a Knowledge Society" by Sue Zurn and kathleen Stompro
from Concordia College
Stress relief
When Smart Students Fail, Deborah Seaburg
Don't Stress Your Noodle, Try Moodle
Unsure
Stressing Your Noodle, Try Moodle
2E, Stressing your Noodle? Try Moodle!, Lisa Kittelson from UM-Duluth.
2d, Survival Skills, Tracy Hammell I left ideas I could implement at my school.
4B,Vocation: Exploring Purpose, Calling, Hard-wiring, etc., Thoreson and Meyer
There was no session any more valuable than the other. I cannot limit my praise to only one!
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Everything I attended was outstanding!
4C, When Smart Students Fail: Emotional Intelligence and Academic Success
All valuable! Most relevant to me was Terry Musser's Needs Assessment and Lisa Kittelson's
Moodle...sorry I am out of town and do not have my NACADA info. with me to give exact session
# and title.

Question 2

Overall, I thought the conference was: Using the following scale, please indicate your evaluation of the
following conference related issues:

2.1 Advance e-mails, publicity, etc.

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 4 (5%)

Good 28 (35%)

Excellent
43

(53.75%)

NA 4 (5%)

N/R 1 (1.25%)

2.2 Registration Process

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 1 (1.25%)

Good
17

(21.25%)

Excellent 60 (75%)

NA 1 (1.25%)

N/R 1 (1.25%)

2.3 Conference location

Poor 2 (2.5%)

Fair 3 (3.75%)

Good 28 (35%)

Excellent 44 (55%)

NA 2 (2.5%)

N/R 1 (1.25%)

2.4 Dates of Conference

Poor 9 (11.25%)

Fair 10 (12.5%)

Good
29

(36.25%)

Excellent
29

(36.25%)

NA 2 (2.5%)

N/R 1 (1.25%)
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2.5 On-site registration process

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 0 (0%)

Good
13

(16.25%)

Excellent
37

(46.25%)

NA
29

(36.25%)

N/R 1 (1.25%)

2.6 Meeting Facilities

Poor 2 (2.5%)

Fair 5 (6.25%)

Good
31

(38.75%)

Excellent 40 (50%)

NA 1 (1.25%)

N/R 1 (1.25%)

2.7 Meals

Poor 3 (3.75%)

Fair 7 (8.75%)

Good 26 (32.5%)

Excellent
39

(48.75%)

NA 4 (5%)

N/R 1 (1.25%)

2.8 Hotel sleeping rooms

Poor 4 (5%)

Fair
11

(13.75%)

Good 18 (22.5%)

Excellent
15

(18.75%)

NA
29

(36.25%)

N/R 3 (3.75%)

2.9 Preconference Workshops

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 2 (2.5%)

Good 10 (12.5%)
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Excellent 14 (17.5%)

NA
51

(63.75%)

N/R 3 (3.75%)

2.10 Opening Keynote Speaker - Dr. Charlie Nutt

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 1 (1.25%)

Good 2 (2.5%)

Excellent
59

(73.75%)

NA 16 (20%)

N/R 2 (2.5%)

2.11 Conference Materials

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 0 (0%)

Good 24 (30%)

Excellent
55

(68.75%)

NA 0 (0%)

N/R 1 (1.25%)

2.12 Variety of Topics Presented

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 2 (2.5%)

Good
19

(23.75%)

Excellent
57

(71.25%)

NA 1 (1.25%)

N/R 1 (1.25%)

2.13 State Meetings

Poor 2 (2.5%)

Fair 1 (1.25%)

Good 7 (8.75%)

Excellent
11

(13.75%)

NA
57

(71.25%)

N/R 2 (2.5%)

2.14 Hospitality
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Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 0 (0%)

Good 7 (8.75%)

Excellent 66 (82.5%)

NA 6 (7.5%)

N/R 1 (1.25%)

2.15 Networking Opportunities

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 3 (3.75%)

Good
17

(21.25%)

Excellent
55

(68.75%)

NA 4 (5%)

N/R 1 (1.25%)

2.16 Length of Conference

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 2 (2.5%)

Good
17

(21.25%)

Excellent 58 (72.5%)

NA 2 (2.5%)

N/R 1 (1.25%)

2.17 Closing Keynote: Mr. Steve Stark - Drawn to Leadership

Poor 2 (2.5%)

Fair
11

(13.75%)

Good 18 (22.5%)

Excellent
35

(43.75%)

NA
13

(16.25%)

N/R 1 (1.25%)

2.18 Overall, I thought the conference was:

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 0 (0%)

Good
23

(28.75%)

Excellent
55

(68.75%)
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NA 1 (1.25%)

N/R 1 (1.25%)

Question 3

How many REGIONAL conferences have you attended before this conference?

None 38 (47.5%)

1-2 20 (25%)

3-4 10 (12.5%)

5 or more
11

(13.75%)

N/R 1 (1.25%)

Question 4

How did you learn of this conference? (Mark all that apply)

Talking with a colleague 36 (45%)

E-mail announcement from NACADA 48 (60%)

Other:
11

(13.75%)

N/R 2 (2.5%)

Other Text:
Announcement at last year's conference
check website regularly
Attendance at national conference
No Response
last year's conference
NACADA national conference
No Response
No Response
NACADA website
NACADA Conference
Web site

Question 5

To what extent did the conference meet your expectations?

All
35

(43.75%)

Most
41

(51.25%)

Some 3 (3.75%)

Not at all 0 (0%)

N/R 1 (1.25%)
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Question 6

Which of the following best describes your primary role at your institution?

Faculty Advisor 3 (3.75%)

Academic Advisor/Counselor 42 (52.5%)

Advising Administrator 9 (11.25%)

Administrator with responsibilities over

several areas, one of which is advising

11

(13.75%)

Graduate student 2 (2.5%)

Institutional position supports advising i.e.

Registrar, admissions, financial aid, etc.
6 (7.5%)

Affiliated with a college or university but not

in any of the roles previously mentioned
5 (6.25%)

Not affiliated with an institution of higher

education
1 (1.25%)

N/R 1 (1.25%)

Question 7

How many years have you been in advising? (as an advisor, administrator, or faculty member)

less than 5 years
37

(46.25%)

5-10 years 22 (27.5%)

11-20 years 12 (15%)

more than 20 years 8 (10%)

N/R 1 (1.25%)

Question 8

In what ways was this conference valuable to you?
This was my first conference. I met and spoke to many people and learned alot about how other
people do things. I hope to apply some of this in my work.
Networking and content
Ideas on how to publish and do research.
Sharing experiences
Networking, best practices in advising
It gave me an opportunity to learn ways to improve my skills and foster student development
being able to present for my first time. hearing the ways other institutions are implementing
programs. What is working other places. Obtaining contact info from others. motivating me to
continue my efforts.
Receiving practical knowledge to use on a daily basis.
I love how practical NACADA conferences are - this was an excellent opportunity to get some
hands-on ideas about strategies we could use to modify some of our existing advising efforts.
great topics and a wonderful opportunity to meet others in my region
It reinvigorated my perception of the impact my work has on the lives of students. It reminded me
of the value of advising colleagues as resources, personally and professionally.
Energized me to take some of the ideas presented and implement in my department.
sharing of best practices
refresher on the techniques on freshmen 1t year experience
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Inspired me to continue improving myself as an advising professional.
The variety of sessions presented and the practicality of information shared. In the sessions I
attended, I could easily implement the suggestions and ideas presented. I benefited from each
session I attended.
I valued the networking opportunities and the frequent breaks that allowed me to connect with the
presenters who's sessions I was unable to attend.
Reaffirming that in most cases my school and I are doing the right things. Getting to meet people
from other schools and hear what they are doing. Getting to know some of my colleagues better.
It's great to network with people from other institutions and also with my own colleagues. Some
new ideas to take back to my work and also a reminder of old ideas that continue to work
The sessions were very good, better than at previous regionals and even better than many of the
Chicago National. The food and hospitality were outstanding.
The quality and diversity of the sessions was the best ever at a regional conference.
Networking, getting to know Charlie and Pat better. Sessions were excellent
Learning about new technologies that are used in advising, Networking with other schools.
Sharing ideas that work at our own institution with others.
Great for networking and asking questions
networking, good information
I learned practical skills/tools that I can use right away in my work with students. Also, I really
appreciated that I could gain NBCC credits for some of the sessions.
It was very beneficial to me to get the chance to other people from across the region.
new ideas to try-- interaction with fellow faculty and advisors
Getting to know colleagues from other campuses
The opportunity to meet with other advisor's who are committed to helping student. Wonderful
opportunity to network and share with others in the profession
I am new to advising and this had a lot of great ideas about how to be a good advisor.
an opportunity to network with other academic advisers.
The conference was good at giving plenty of ideas that I could take back to my school and
attempt to integrate. The sessions were just specific and general enough to be able to get
something from each one.
It offered excellent food for thought and allowed focused time to concentrate on advising issues
It offered fresh perspectives on important, timely topics.
Affirmation of direction. Contacts made & advice given for job search. People were SO
HELPFUL!
I thought the breakout sessions were really good! Networking was great!
Newer school with lots to learn and policies yet to be developed. I left with a huge "To Do" list. I
also left feeling really lucky that I don't have the problems of my colleagues in older schools with
regard to entrenchment.
networking
Networking with Region 6 colleagues; relevant sessions; discovering new place in region --
Fargo!
information, ideas, networking, professional organization buy-in, first time presenter
The variety of sessions were very helpful and full of excellent ideas
The concurrent sessions and the keynot presentations. Meeting other advisors and collaborating
was also great!
Information on technology Networking
Excellent topics and presentations this year. Networking.
Hearing about others challenges. Also, tech related sessions.
Lots of ideas. Talking to people at other institutions going through the same issues.
I was able to present for the first time. It confirmed that I am in the right profession and love not
only advising but presenting.
Good chance to network and learn about new resources
Learning creative ideas to deal with students and that some issues are across the board. New
and innovative ideas that individuals have.
Networking, contacts, feeling like my concerns were shared by other advisors and understood,
sharing "solving" ideas
I was able to network and see what others are doing.
I found the sessions very valuable. I also enjoyed networking with other individuals.
Gain new insights into using technology in my work
Great networking opportunity-- and great resources for cutting edge advising practices.
The volunteers working at the conference were very friendly and helpful. They made me feel very
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welcome and made for a nice experience.
It was very interesting to see how advising is handled at different institutions and to see how other
professionals are approaching common issues.
It was great to connect with other advisers, to see the variety in advising situations, and to learn
from peers. Hearing NDSU president speak was also good, because it shows that some
executive faculty really do appreciate our work
I left with ideas to implement on my campus.
Meeting new people and getting new ideas for my own professional development.
I learned a lot of new techniques that I will bring back to my campus to use.
I appreciated the networking opportunities. I was also delighted with the variety of workshops
offered. The wide range of topics made it difficult to decide which would be best but I was not
disappointed with any of my choices.
Some of the sessions were beneficial to my job. Networking was also valuable.
Examples of practical applications to advising, generated ideas, allowed for self-evaluation of
what we do and could do better

Question 9

My recommendations for future conferences include: (topics/speakers/external activities/type/length of
sessions, etc.)

Nothing specific here. . .
?
I really liked the option of signing up for dinner and having a driver to and from the dinner. Not
many signed up but it was a great option for those who came alone.
The state meeting could have been more formal. As a new member I had no idea of the positions
within the state leadership and what role each plays within NACADA. There seemed to be an
assumption that all were familiar with Reg. 6
Hold at the end of May
more topics geared toward advising issues in community colleges, preparing students to transfer
to a 4 year college/university, etc.
Later in May, if possible, to avoid end-of-the-semester commitments that are common at most
institutions in the region
This is a difficult time of year for a conference with graduation impending, end of classes, etc.
Would love it to be a few weeks later or earlier. I'll probably go to another region's conference
next year.
All was good.
none
As our students are so techno savvy, advisors need to know how to use various forms of
technology to keep up. I like the idea of offering technology conferences more regionally and
throughout the year.
I would suggest offering one concurrent section that is a bit longer to allow to fit presentations that
require more time. Also, move the opening concurrent a bit later to promote good attendance due
to late registrants.
Earlier dates or later dates; at least one person missed commencements to be there.
I would prefer a slightly longer conference, at least an extra half day.
The growing problem of "faculty bashing" by professional advisors needs to be addressed. Help
professional and faculty advisors better understand the different nature of their respective
advising functions.
More pre-conference sessions. I think we need to promote the pre-conference sessions better
when asking for proposals. People tend to think only "experts" can do the pre-conferences so are
hesitant to designate their session pre.
Really liked the variety of speakers and the length was good.
training faculty to advise
I think Steve Stark should be a keynote speaker again. He was fantastic!! Also, trying to make
sure that some of the sessions have NBCC credit would be great.
more variety of topics, topics that apply to me (not just schools showcasing their special
programs, etc.)
Upper level advising (Graduate Students)
As it was my first conference and I am very new to the advising field, I just can't think of anything.
Move the conference away from late spring (end of year, graduation, etc.) I've been told by my
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super that next year's reg conf will not be available to me due to school conflicts.
Continue to offer a mixture of topics. Make sure presenters understand the multiplicity of advising
settings and situations. More focus on developing faculty advisors would be much appreciated.
Perhaps more on mental health and advising (students with issues); on advising veterans and
other special populations; on the relationship between different advising professionals such as
faculty and professional advisors.
Longer conference. Repeating a few of the sessions. Several times, hard to decide which
sessions; I could have gone to both if one had been repeated at another time. Dinner prices
listed evening event; $30 for a steak-surprise!
If NACADA wants to include Technical and Career Schools, we need to be able to net works and
have opportunities to discuss our unique issues and triumphs. I think I was the only private career
school represented at the conference.
I know it is difficult to select dates that will work for the majority of people; the dates of this
conference are very challenging for us, as major maillings go out at the same time (for O&R) and
our students are graduating.
Any chance to host the conference on a campus? The time of year can be difficult but it may be
worth a try.
Working with New Americans (permanent residents)
The site was average, but I know with the budget renting a nicer facility can be challenging.
Having a tour of all of the campuses around Fargo/Moorhead
This year's conference fell during our final exam week. I suggest a week later or two weeks
earlier.
Tech sessions require a minimum of 1/2 day to get any real value from them.
More sessions on online advising and technology used for advising
A room with open computers for those of us who don't own laptops but still need to work from a
distance
NA
There was alot of sessions on technology, however none that I attended talked about practical
applicaton of technology into advising. I wanted to be shown how someone else is incorporating
technology in their advising session.
The sessions that took place Thursday after lunch were limited. The only one that remotely
applied to me was the one about the Sophomore Slump. Conference planners may want to
spread out topic areas.
I think the length of the conference was great and I love Fargo!-I think there could be less eating
and more presentations-there were some I wanted to attend that were held at the same
time-duplicate offerings of a few would be good
It would be nice if there were "day pass" options for people who are only coming to present and
not able to stay for the full comference.
Utilize a half day for sessions on Wednesday, a full day for sessions on Thursday, and then a half
day for follow-up and networking on Friday morning. I think we should also have the chance to
hear from emerging leadership scholars
Different timing. This was the week before finals at our institution.
Perhaps a social event at the hotel in the evening where participants could be entertained would
be a fun alternative. This would be especially nice for attendees who do not have transportation in
a strange city.
working with international students, a student panel on advising experiences, updates on the
reseach done for those of us who value advising, but it is only part of our position; really enjoy the
graduate student presentations!!

Question 10

Additional comments:
I thought that, in most cases, one-hour sessions were very rushed. For example, the tech session
could easily have been 1.5 hours or even a morning session with demos and examples.
The timing was the week before finals which prohibited several faculty from attending that would
have liked to have attended.
Thanks for working SO diligently Region VI! :)
Great conference!! Thanks to the planning committee for all your hard work! :)
Absolutely, positively, this was the best region conference ever! Thank you Fargo-Moorhead for
your hospitality, caring, and commitment to making this a wonderful experience for all who
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attended.
none
This was a great conference. Well done Fargo-Moorehead!! Good number of attendees and nice
variety of institutions represented. I was very pleased to see that some of our Canadian
colleagues were able to attend also.
Thank you for doing what you do!
My preference would be to have morning sessions starting at 9am and have breakfast from 8 -
9am.
This was just an excellent regional conference. Hats off to the planning committee for a fantastic
job!!
Had a great time - good mix of sessions and institutions represented.
I am confused: I thought there was a committee, but the conference chair seemed eager to tell
everyone she "had done everything." So, I'm not sure who worked on things, but the conference
was nice. The conference chair was
The conference was very well organized and ran very smoothly. Some of the sessions didn't
apply to my position, but overall I was very pleased with the conference.
good conference
For my first conference in which I have been a participant I thought it was well organized. One
idea maybe is using the interest groups as a framework for an area of group discussion rather
than sessions.
Great conference!
I really would like to become more active in NACADA and Reg 6.
This was by far the best region 6 conference I have attended. Exceptionally well done.
Conference sessions were the right length. Allowing participants to follow a theme from one time
slot to the next would be helpful. Sometimes the same themes (topics) were scheduled
simultaneously. Excellent, overall, though.
Spent own $ to go from California. Absolutely not wasted. Looking back, it was crucial that I
attend.
Hats off to the committee!
I would appreciate a CE certificate. We need to keep this kind of thing on file. I am looking
forward to learning more about immerging leaders program and applying for next year.
I presented at one of the final sessions, but didn't have anyone for introductions or collecting
evaluations
A wonderful conference overall! Thank you!
Too much food - could save costs here
I was amazed at the hospitality the Fargo community put forth. All of the support of the
communinity was outstanding. I love the Fargo/Moorhead area and people! Thanks for all your
hard work. It paid off! :)
I
Great Job! I enjoyed meeting lots of new people, presenting, and attending very rich
presentations.
Fargo was an excellent venue for our regional conference, which was particularly well organized
this year.
The Moogle session was absolutely awful and I would be embarrassed for that to come from
Region 6 as our session contribution at the national conference! It was poorly organized and
poorly presented with zero redeeming value.
The hotel was sketchy but I really enjoyed the hospitality. I would have liked to have more time to
explore Fargo and would have liked to be closer to downtown (to facilitate this). A great job
hosting! The keynotes were great, too!
Although hired as advisors, our office has become the unofficial orientation office where we
organize, orchestra and execute all functions of Orientations Days for All new students to campus
so a Huge Thank You for all of your work!
The sound system for the large group gatherings was terrible.
Seemed like a very well organized conference.
Very good conference -- I enjoyed interacting with the various college personnel represented and
learned some ideas that are being implemented to approach advising issues.
I learned some valuable things at this conference that I hope to incorporate into my activities. It is
good to learn from peers who are in the trenches and can speak from experience.
The conference was well planned and the hospitality was great!
This was one of thes best regional conferences I've ever attended! Great job!
We get to choose one conference a year and I am so glad I chose NACADA! The information I
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gathered will be an excellent addition to my advising library. I can't wait to put some of it into
practice! Looking forward to next year!
This was a great first experience at a NACADA conference. Thanks plannning commmittee!

- End of Survey -
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